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ABSTRACT Th is paper coiisidt rs the enlIlpr('ŝ iI)illtŷ  onet iitratinii eiuves nf the licpiids 
un the l).a,sis of Interniulecular aeticii.

The following niixiures have been studied here :
(i) Ethyl alcohtd and lien/eiie, (̂ ) Hiityl aleuliol and lieptane, (3) llen/ene and carbon 

tetiadiloride, (.p lUln r and benzene, (5) Idhyl aeclate and earb')ii tetriicldon'dc
Tile niosl interesting ease is of alcohol and benzene, the eoinpiessifiility cm ve being in

flected* It is shown how the high polarisabilitv of bi'ii/c iû  and llie assoeiati n-forining tendeiicy 
of alcohol determines the nature of the ciiive In butyl alcohol lieptane, the ineitness of 
heptane as contrasted tu I lie activity of bcri/eiie is very signiricanl.

The analysis made in tliis seiies of pa])crs is im apjironch lo intc'rnjfdef iilar action fiom a 
new angle In view of the appioxiin.ite nature of the nmlecular lields, tlu' treatment is neers- 
sarily qualitative.

1

I N T R O 1) n C T J O N

This paper is the second of llic scries on li(iuid mixtures, the first of which 
dealt with alcohols and water.  ̂ Herein are treated the following mixtures ;—

(i) Ethyl alcohol and benzene ;

(a) JUityl alcohol and hc[)taiie ;

(3) Hciizene and carbon tetrachloride ;

(4) Henzciie and ether ;

(5) I'.thyl acetate and carbon tetrachoride.

The data for velocities and compressibilities for mixtures (i) and (4) were 
taken by the author, for (2) by Wilson and Richards,for [>,) and (5) by Partha- 
sarathy.'  ̂ A  quahtalive explanation of the compressibility-concentration curves is 

attempted on the basis of intermolecnlar action.

K X T E R T M It N T A h R F, S P L T .‘i

The expe'finiental techiiiqire and details employed for mixtuies (r) and (4) 
haves been described in the first jraper and w'ill not Ire reircated here. In the follow

ing tables the collected results of all the mixtues are given.

* Coninmnieatcd by the Iiidiim Phy-siral Society.
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In llie comiircssiljility-roiiccntratioii i;iaiilj tlu- cuivo aluays iLiiuiii)^ aliovc 
the stiaight line joining the points reiaesenling the pure liiiuids. It means that 
the eoin]»ressil)ility is always inure than that exjieeted ioi ideal mixtnres, The 
veloeity-enneentiation curve always leiiiaiiis below the straight line enrresiioiidiiig 
to ideal eases (Fig. el-
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The velocity-concentration cuive lith hclow and the compressibility-rone entia- 

tion curve above their respective straight lines (Fig- 3)-
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The velocity-conccntiation curve is linear and the coiiipiessibility-conccnlra- 

tion curve slightly concave (Fig. 4)-
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M ixture  5

Ethyi acetate and carbon Iclmclilojidc 

Temi). =  23“C
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No, Mnle fraction of Density ^ Velocity ; Compressibility
ethyl acetate gm./c.c ': m./s. 1 (adiabatic) X 10 ®
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The vclocity-concentiatioii curve lies below and the compressibility-concen- 
tiatioii curve is irrcRular (Fig. 5).

F ic . ,s

I) 1 S C IT S S I O N

The basic cousideralious relating the compressibility with molecular forces 
has been discussed iii the first iiaper and will not be repeated here. Attempts 
will be made here to explain the nature of variation of the compressibility with 
concentration of the difierent mixtures on those basic considerations.

M I X T U R E  (il E T H Y L  A L C O H O L  A N D  H E N Z E N E

Before discussing the curve proper let us review the structure of the pure 
liquids.

Alcohol :—It has been well established from many branches of investigation, 
viz., inf rated absorption spectra, Raman effect, dielectric polarisation, and direct
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ly l)y X^ray diflVaction experiments that akfjhols are hij^lily associated liquids. 
This association is due to the nature of the liydroxyl dipole OH and its position 
with respect to the rest of the molecule.

J l  has been shown that associations detract from the cohesive energy between 
tH/Tereut a.ssrK:iatcd gioujes and thus increase the compressibility. Again even 
allowing for the associalions, the coIk sive energy is mainly dipolar due to tlie 
dominating effect of the tJH dipoles iu molecular interaction.

:“-™Jkai/,eiie has llie well-knowm planar structure and lias a high 
value of polaiisal)ilily. Due to its high polarisalhlily, it has a strong dissociating 
effect on the associated groups of any liquid that may be introduced in it and 
may be shown to be so as follows :—

(i) Hen/cue luoleeiiles will develo]) induced dipoles due to theii polari- 
sability, and these induced dijioles w ill so interai't with the associations that they 
wdll I)c dissociated.

(?,) Due to high j>olarisability, ben/.ene molecules can exert high dis
persion forces on the molecules of tlie associations as given by the formula,^

(17^+ ^2) K*'

and so dissociate them.

(ufl is polaiisability of lieii/ene, of the other liquid, the main mole
cular frequencies, h Plancli s Constant, and K the distance betW’ecn the inolecujes).

(0  The dissociating effect of benzene due to its polarisability is enhanced by 
the nature of the planar sliiicture of its molecules. j\Iolecules tend to come in 
contact along their axes of polarisability. In lien/eiic, tlie axis is at right angles 
to the plane of its molecule and so wlicii beii/cne will approach the associated 
molecules, all the atoms of the plane will also come in dose contact wdth the asso
ciations. These atoms of the plane will exert dispersion forces and so tend to 

dissociate the associations.
The dissociating effect of Heii/eiic may be seen from the following experi

ments
(1) In W olf’s jKipei/ it is shown how the dielectric pnlaiisalion curves of 

alcohol in benzene arc flattened out as compared to the steep curves in cyclo
hexane. In cyclohexane, the concentiatioiis at wdiich double and triple molecules 
only are formed arc sharply defined, but not so in benzene and iu fact there seems 
indication of only little or no double molecules being formed at all. Benzene is, 
thus, able to dissociate the a.ssocialion while cyclohexane cannot.

(2) From heat of mixing^ it is seen that dissociation of alcohol into mono- 
molecules is complete at .01 mol of alcohol in benzene, while it is complete at 
,001 mol. of alcohol in cyclohexane. The above points to the dissociating effect 

of benzene.



3̂) Arkel and vSnock'̂ ' found that benzonitrile is uiiassociated in Ix̂ *nzeiie, 
Iml associated in hexane. This was rightly attributed by them to benzene mole
cules having higher external fields than those of hexane, wln'ch were instrumental 
in giving benzene its high dissociating power.

The mixture :—Now we arc in a [)osition to discuss the interactions in the 
mixture willi respect to its comj)ressibi]ity. VVe sludl analyse (lie comi>ressibility 
curve starting from the l)enzcnc side.

(1) Very little alcohol in benzene :— All the alcohol molecules will be in the 
monomolecular form and will be separated widely from one another Now, since 
the interaction energy has an extrctnely short lange (falling inversely as sixth 
power of the distance) and Ihu cohesive energy of pure alcohol is mainly dipolar, 
it is cieur that due to the great distance among llie alcohol molecules, the cohesive 
energy of the mixture w ill be Jess than that in the ideal case. This means to 
say that the comriressibility curve w ill rise above the straight line-

Now', all along, benzene molecules A\ill interact w ith alcoliol niolecailes, due 
to the induced di[‘o]es developed in them in virtue of their polarisaliility• The 
rohesix'e energy will increase on litis a('connt, bringing the connessibility 
cut VC down In the ease of inert litpnds this inlluenet^ will be negligible. 'Jlierc 
are thus two opposing infinenees in Hen/ene and tlie resulting curve w'ill depend 
oil the magnitudes of the two influences In otn actual case, the inter[)olated 
curve goes \ ery slightly ah ne the straight line.

(2) More alcohol in beii'zcne As more and more alcohol is introduced, the 
distance among the alcohol molecules decreases, the interaction becomes more 
effective, and so, the cnive begins U) come dowai towards the straiglit line.

After a large concenlialioii of alcohol a .stage comes w'hen associations 
^^ou]d have occurred, if there had been no dissociating influence of benzene. This 
non-formation of associations w'ili enliaiice the coliesivc energy in the way dealt 
with befoie^ and thus decrease the compressibility further.

13) Ij'tlle bcu/enc in alcohol .— Now the curve after going below the straight 
Hue must, near the alcohobeiid, begin to rise due to the following reasons ;

With very little l:eiizcne, the dissociating power is decreased, while at the 
same time due to the high coucentralion of alcohol, the associatioii-fonning 
teiidaicy is increased. Cohesive energy is therefore not so much more than that 
of the ideal case, as when there was more of l>enzene. Hence the curve rises and 
meets the point rey)iesenting the pure alcohol

Propagation of Ultrasonic Waves in Liquid Mixtures  ̂ etc, 7

M 1 X T V R K iz) li n 'r V H A L c o n n  iv a n d tt k p t a n

Hcplanc:— It is very inert. It has a very small value of polarisabilily 
and so camiot inteTact as benzene can. Also its axis of maximum polaiisa- 
biiity is along the chain length‘‘ wliile the maximum numbers of points of contact
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of its molecule with another will be at right angles to the chain. The two re
quirements are mutually exclusive as contrasted to the case in benzene where they 
are mutually additive. This fact adds all the more to its inertness for the purpose 

of dissociation.
Butyl alcohol -  hsivAm-Q may be taken on the whole to be the same as 

that of ethyl alcohol.
The mixtuic : “ Now, when some hexane is added to alcohob it will not be 

able U) dissociate the alcohol polymers, due to its inertness, the different polymers 
will only separate to a greater distance from one another. As more and more 
hexane is added, the different polymers will reduce in si7.e from a high complex 
to trijde, double and eventually nionomolecules, at a very great dilution of .001, 
As ĵ eeii from Whilf’b pai>er fjii dielectric pc)larisalion of ethyl alcohol in hexane, 
the associalions rather i)L-*isisl, till they form into triple and double molecules 
rather suddenly. Also it is seen from W olf’s graphs, that the triple, then double 
and finally monomolecules (jf alcohol are formed at a very great dilution of 
alcohol, the moin>form being at about .001 mole fraction- So we see that nearly 
all along the different ranges of compositions, the alcohol molecules are in the 
form of associaticnis.

Now because, all through the different compositions of the mixture, the 
alcoliol molecules, mainly associated, are at a greater distance from one another 
than in the pure alcohol itself, and because the mutual energy of alcohol 
molecules is in all forms greater than the mutual energy of alcohol and hexane, 
the cohesive energy of the mixture will always be less than that expected for 
the ideal case. The compressibility curve will therefore be always above the 
straight line concerned.

M IX  T II R K ^̂ ) U P: N Z K N K AND C A R B O N T K T R A C H Tv O R T D K

Bure liquids Henzene is planar and carbon tetrachloride symmetrically 
s[>herical, both being non-polar. In carbon tetrachloride the cohesive energy is pre
dominantly due lodisi)CTsion forces between Cl atoms. Due to the widely different 
shapes of the molecules, there is not expected to be much interaction bet\Aeen the 
unlike molecules and so the cohesive energy of the mixture w ill be less than that 
of the ideal case and the compressibility curve in these conditions will lie above 
the straight line concerned. vSide lights ma y b e  thrown on this mixture from 
the folUwving *.—

Londoid’’ showed theoretically that, in approximate cases, energy of cohesion 
between two unlike atoms is equal to or less than the geometrical mean of the 
energies among tlie pure molecules separately. Hildebrand^ has derived an 
approximate equation for solubility applicable to regular soluliens riz .,
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where D is the diflereiice between the square-roots of encr^ îes of vaporivSatioii 
per c x .,  I.c., the internal pressures or energy densities. The equation has been 
deduced on the assumption that the potential between two unlike molecules is 
the geometrical mean of the two- Now D has been calculated on this assump
tion and also delcriTiiued experimentally fiom soluijility. The difi'erence in the two 
values for the mixture in question being ronsideraljle (the values being .6 and i), 
Hildebrand concludes that this may be interpreted as indicating that dispersion 
energy between the unlike molecules is less than the geometric mean. This fact 
will make the compressibility cm ve lie above the straight line of the ideal case.

2. Again Hildebrand and Wood^ have obtained, tor the energy of transfer 
of a molecule from its pure liquid to a given soknion, the equation

i/
R T  loK f =  V-. Kx

Vx
I'i^

where Vo is the molcculer volume of the solvent, Vj that of the solute ; k.j, h<2 
theii respecti\e energies of vaporisations from the pure liquids, /.c., the volume 
fraction of the solvent in the solution and ‘ f ’ the activity. There is systematic 
disparity between calculated and observed values in the case of beiizene-carbon- 
letraehioride mixture- The source of disagreement may be ascribed fully or 
partly to the assumption that the dispusion eneigy between benzene and caibou- 
telraJiloride molecules is equal to the mean of tlie separate molecules, in their 
pure liquids. Actually it must be less.

More considerations: 'Hie Ictrachloride-benzcne mixture is rather anomalous
in its behaviour which may be shown l)clow : ^

(fll There is negative lieat of mixing (heat absorbed), the value being 20,0 
calories only for .44 mole fraction of benzene (Void ’),

(b) The viscosity curve is linear with conceiitiation in mole fraction, while 
the fluidity curve lies below tlie straight line for ideal mixtures (killed

(c) There is volume concentration on mixing.

(d) There is a small positive vapour pressure deviation, i.c., tlie actual 
vapour pressure is more than required for ideal cases.^"

Properties ib) and (r) indicate more interinolecnku action than in the ideal 
case and require that the compressibility curve lie below the straight line 
concei'ned. Properties [a) and (d) indicate just the reverse.

Numerical estimate oj the maximum dcv'uitwn jrom idcahly r Now it may 
be argued, a priorij that the maximum deviation from ideal value of compiessibility 
will be when the two unlike molecules have to come in ioi the maximum of 
interaction, i.c., when they are present in tlie 1 : 1  ratio. Ihe actual ratio obtained 
from the graph is roughly also 1: 1 ,  Uie exact ratio being ill de6ned, due to the 
nature of the curve.

2—14,̂ 3? —I



M I X  T U R IC (4) K 'i' H Y L Iv T FT R N 1) B K N Z K N E

Pi4T(‘ ficjuids *'— l',tliur is ytiAtW but its j)Ositi\̂ L* end ivS embedded inside the 

molecule as is cn'idcjit frouj the stiiictural foniiuhi

10 Prasad

C.H.

C..H

\
/

X)

aiul only the negative end h ) ’ of tlie di])oie is oj)cii to the surface. Consequently, 
the role of tlie dipolr In inlennolenil.^ir acli<m is suiall, but .still it is tliere, since 
with increasing length of the alky) i’ rou])s in the hoinoloij.ous ethers, the velocity 
f^oes on increasing, /.( cominessibilily î 'oes on dccieasing. Ih is is  due to inoie 
and more screening of ihc (U[)olc, and also because the moment of the dipole 

itself becomes less and less.

M ivluw  — In the mixture ether will exert dTeclive polarising action on 
ben/cne. 'The inconsi)icuous positi(m of the i)ositive end of the dipole in ether 
and its great distance from the surface of the imilecule, which is the cause for 
only little dipole energy in pure ether, becomes the very cause for gieat [ujlarising 
action in Ixui/ene. P̂he negative ]u)le h ) ’ of elhu can induce dipole in a benzene 
molecule without much cuunter-iiifluence from the positive end and cause great 
irilermolecular action between the unlike molecules.

Due to the separation of the ether molecules on the introduction of bcir/eiie, 
the di]H)le action among them is reduced more than iiropuiiioiiately due tn the 
distance effect, and so, on this account alone, the compiessibility curves should 
lie above the straiglit line for the ideal case, /.t'., be convex, but tins convex 
curvature w'ould be very small indeed, due to the minor role played by the 
dipoles ill the i)urc li(]uid. Inoin what we have considered above, however, llieie 
wn'll be greater di])ole action lictwcLii ether and IleiLccne molecules than between 
etlier molecules themselves. Due to this cause the interniolcTuler energy of the 
mixture is expected to be grealci, rathei than less, than that required for the 
ideal case. Hence the coinjJivssibility curve shall he conca\c, /.r., lie below the 
straight line of the ideal case.

I v n X ' f U R E  is) I ' / r i TYL  A C I \ T AT K a n d  C A R U n N
y  u: 'r r a c ii i, o r i d

Puie liquids — Uthy^ acetate is an ester, having a dipole, but as in the ether 
molecule and for similar veasrms the dipole plays a minor role in intennolecular 
action,

M ia tun :—Due to the slightly polar character of ethyl acetate, and the 
non-polar and non-polarisable nature of carbon tetradiloridc, the intennolecular 
energy is expected to 1)c less than that for the ideal case, due to the separation



of tlic diijoles in the mixtures. The ruiiipressibility curve is tliercfore expected 
to be slightly convex.

Now, (.Ua>sstone '̂ has sliown that the mixture shows abiioniial dielectric 
polarisation. This shows lou^hly that there is some sort of dipole bond between 
the unlike molecules. W'e won't go into the discussion of tlie nature of the 
bond, etc., since it is highly controversial yet and also is not relevant. 
All v\c can say is that there is, therefore, a new source of molecular interaction 
between the unlike molecules which will tend to lower the compressibility cuive.

The treeitmcnt of this mixture hoW'Cver, at the present stage, lacs precision.

In conclusion, it is my great pleasure to thank Dr. A. K. Dutta for discussions 
and hel]>fui suggestions. 1 thank ITof. D. M. Bose for his keen interest in 
the W'ork.
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